“John is an extraordinary healer whom I
have been privileged to know all my life and
to work with professionally these last three
years. His ability to use energy and imagery
have changed as well as saved the lives of
many of my patients. Miracles still do happen (with John’s help).
Richard Brown, MD
Author, “Stop Depression Now”
“Wonderfully organized, personally transforming.”
Gerard Vallone, PhD
Retired Philosophy Professor
“I love this class so much that I have taken
it twice! John Carroll is a wise and perceptive teacher of a discipline that one can
apply immediately to yourself, your loved
ones and, if you are a health professional,
your patients. Studying facial morphology,
an ancient medical art and spiritual endeavor, helps one to discern optimal diet, exercise and sleep, as well as opening the door to
understanding character and temperament.
It’s a rewarding way to spend a weekend.”

“Learning Morphology has informed and
influenced my practice greatly. I now have
a whole new perspective and it helps me to
support my client’s road to transformation.
Thank you John for imparting this ancient
information in a practical way.”
Catherine Anesi, LCSW, RM, CST
Owner and Director of
The Lighthouse Retreat and Wellness Center

John M. Carroll
Healer, Teacher,
Spiritual Counselor

“John Carroll is a most capable, worthy and
excellent healer of high integrity, compassion
and love.
Gerald Epstein, MD
Author, Healing Visualizations
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Morphology (1-Day Introduction)

Morphology (2-Day Intensive)

It combines the face of man, the body of the
ox, the legs and claws of the lion, and the
wings of the eagle. The face you were born
with reveals the temperament and personality you were given in this lifetime.

How We Become Ill/How We Become Well

A workshop on face reading. This ancient
science dates back 4,000-5,000 years to
ancient Egypt. The body of the sphinx
illustrates the four temperaments of man in
western spirituality.

For each type, supplements, diet, tendencies toward certain illnesses and strengths
towards certain types of work, career, vacation and choice of partner will be discussed.
Morphology can be used by clinicians,
employers, parents and others to help understand their patients, employees and children,
respectively.
Once you learn morphology you will see the
face of God in every human being. You are
freed from self-judgment and the judgment
of others.
The two morphology classes are
independent of one another.
Taking one does NOT
shorten the length of the other.

An in depth look at the 4 temperaments
(Bilious, Nervous, Sanguine & Lymphatic),
characteristics of each, learning how to read
the profile of the face, the 12 personalities &
how the inner face affects emotions.

A day of inner exploration where we learn
how we become ill and how we become well.
Through the use of integrated imagery, energy, and morphology you will discover your
body’s own healing powers and abilities. This
will be a shared journey of transformation
where you will come to understand how to
use these miraculous tools in your everyday
life.

Crossing Over: Positive Perspectives on
Death & Dying

In this workshop we will explore positive
steps we can take with our loved ones who
are transitioning from this life into another realm and how to nourish the soul in
the process. How can we approach dying
as a transformative experience rather than
a source of fear? How can we open up to
receive our loved ones coming to us once
they’ve crossed over to the other side? These
and other questions shall be explored.

Healing Mind, Body and Spirit

A workshop for anyone interested in healing. In this experiential workshop healers
of all levels will learn how to utilize these
tools and leave with a knowing of how to
bring their own healing energies to a higher
vibration. They will learn how to integrate
these techniques in their own practices
to broaden and enhance their healing by
creating a deeper understanding of their
clients’ situations and needs, and how to effectively approach them on a personal basis.

Self Acceptance & Letting Go

During this workshop we will learn positive steps we can take to let go of our own
self-judgement and past issues. We will
focus on forgiving, embracing and accepting
ourselves without guilt or self-criticism.

Spirituality & Breath~Body~Mind™

A workshop integrating imagery, visualizations, energy healing, Qigong based movements, breathing techniques, and meditation. These tools may help you create peace
of mind in your own life.
		

Eclectic

		

Any of these workshops can be combined to
create a unique experience for your group.

